We study divergence problem of the partition function in the matrix model approach for two· dimensional quantum gravity. We propose a new model V(¢)=1/2Tr¢2+ g/NTr¢4+dN 4 (Tr¢4)2 and show that in the sphere case it has no divergence problem and the critical exponent is of pure gravity.
Recently Quantization of two dimensional surfaces has been studied extensively by many people. It is generally believed that in doing so, we can treat a theory of two dimensional Quantum gravity and string theory in a non-perturbative manner. To study two dimensional surfaces the idea of N x N hermitean matrix model was brought about in the large N limit, but some difficulties exist in this approach; the most serious problem appears when calculating the partition function of pure gravity. In fact for the simplest ¢4 matrix model, the partition function diverges. To avoid this difficulty we may change the model into the ¢4+¢6 model/) but the latter also has the same divergence. What is the action of the model that does not have this difficulty? We find that ¢4 + (¢4? model has good property in the sphere case by means of saddle point approximation.
We consider a matrix model which has the following action,
where ¢ is a N X N hermitean matrix and g, 6 are coupling constants. This is a modified model of Brezin, etc.
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The condition for convergent partition function is 0< 6~1, because if we diagonalize and rescale ¢ (the details will be shown later) (1) becomes
The partition function is then defined as Z = J~ood)"e-s so that this is obviously well defined when 6 is positive.
Since the matrix model is a descretized version of two-dimensional gravity, we must take the continuum limit by seeking for the nonanalytic structure of free energy. In ¢4 theory we must tune 9 as -1/48 in taking the continuum limie> What is the values of (g, 6) in ¢4+(¢4? theory that gives the nonanalytic structure of the free energy? To obtain the critical line on the (g, 6) plane, let us solve this model exactly in the large N limit. In the partition function (3) we diagonalize the matrix ¢ whose eigenvalues are /li and rescale this as /li=/N/l(X) with x == i/N. The free energy for a single arc solution becomes (because in the large N limit x becomes a continuous variable ranging from 0 to 1)
and the stationary condition is (4) (5) (6) where P stands for the principal part of the integral and C is a fourth moment of /l defined by C=fo l dx/l 4 (x). In a saddle point method the number of arc is a very important problem. Here we solve (5) in a one arc case. (Other cases will be considered later.) To do this we introduce a density of the eigenvalues u(/l) = dx/d/l which satisfies the normalization condition f=-~ad/lu(/l)=1 where a is some constant. We may change the integration variable from y to /l(y) and obtain u(/l) from (5) as 2 ) .
where the additional condition is a 2 + 12ga 4 +24eCa 4 =1 .
From (6) we obtain
We introduce the following notation z==a 2 and rewrite (7) as
Our strategy to gain nonanalytic part of E(g) is as follows. First we look for the value of Zc such that g(z)-g(zc)~(z-zc)x. Next we carry out the same thing for
hence the value of Zc is 3g/3zlz=zc=(zc-2)(1 +72ezc 4 )/12zc 3 =0. Note z is real and positive, so the candidate of zc is only one value zc=2. Substituting this value into
The extremal values Zo satisfy P(Zo)=O, and from this we solve g as which is depicted in Fig. 1 as L 1• There exists four restrictions for (g, €) in the single arc solution and so we investigate these conditions in the following. (I) Existence of the solutions of (9): To examine the existence of positive z that satisfies (9), we define F(z) as (9), we obtain the critical line as
120€ Zo 4-288€ Zo 3-1 24Zo
and substitute (13) into F(z) we obtain 4 (3-z) , (second and third relations come from (9)) so the restrictions are z=F3, and 1-72cz 4 . =FO. These constraints mean g=F -1/54 and C=F1458g
4
, so we can draw these constraints on the (g, c) plane. These conditions apparently do not restrict the critical line (see line L 2 , L 3 in Fig. 1) .
. Next we show that two arc solution does not exist. We solve the stationary condition (5) with the condition that U2(,·1) has two supports (-2b, -2a), (2a, 2b) . We obtain and the additional condition is
(19)
Let us consider the first equation of (19). If this equation is satisfied we find 4g+8cC < 0 because a and b are real number, hence the second equation of (19) cannot be satisfied. We then conclude that the two arc solution does not exist. Finally we show that there is no critical line when the number of arcs are three. We solve stationary condition with the supposition that U3(") has three supports (-2c, -2b), (-2a, 2a), (2b, 2c) , we obtain 
where we use A=a 2 +b 2 +c 2 , B=a 4 +b 4 +c 4 . We add the positivity of U3(") whose condition is 2g+4cC20. Next we consider the first equation of (21); if this equation is satisfied, then 2g+4cC< 0, so we conclude that the positivity of u(,,) and the additional condition contradict with each other. This means that there does not exist three arc solution.
If we suppose more than four arcs it is impossible to construct the density function U(A), so it may be sufficient to investigate one, two and three arc models. We see that only one arc case has critical line, but not knowing whether this represents a pure gravity or not. To see this we next calculate the critical exponent. We rewrite (4) as
Integrating (5) with respect to A and substituting this into the second term of (22), we finally obtain the expression of free energy as
The string susceptibility X is defined by X= UlEO/og2)€ and the critical exponent r*) is X~(g -gC)-7 because g is connected with the cosmological constant. The result for X in our model is x= 1+72€Z4 .
The value of Zc is 2 and ox/ozlzc= -1152/(1 +1152€)2=t=O, so the relation between X and g is given by (in (9) there exist five solutions of z but the solution that satisfies O<z ::;;:2 and connected €=O solution is only one) (25)
Thus we obtain r= -1/2 then we conclude that this critical line represents pure gravity.
In summary of the present paper, we seek for the model that satisfies the following three conditions.
(I) The partition function has no divergence. (II) The continuum limit can be taken.
(III) Theory describes the pure gravity. We showed in the sphere case that t/14 +(t/14)2 theory certainly satisfies the properties of (1)(11) and (III) simultaneously.
The difference between this and ¢4 + ¢6 model is this point (¢4 + ¢6 model does not satisfy (I)~(III) simultaneously).5) We also investigate another model that contains the product of trace and found that this also has the well defined properties. It seems true that models which contain a product of the traces (Tr¢m)(Tr¢n) always stabilize. By means of another method, Ambjorn, etc. Here mention the remaining problems of this new model. Our investigations have been done for only sphere case, therefore we must show this good property to all genus.7) This is a model for numerical approach, so that we must compute this with numerical method and reveal the non-perturbative properties. We also mention that the product term of the trace never comes from the Einstein-Hilbert action. It is believed that if we start from Einstein-Hilbert action we cannot construct well defined hermitean matrix model, so we think that we should start from the action with additional higher derivative terms. But what is the form of these additional terms? Unfortunately this question is far beyond our ability4) and at the present moment we do not know the connection between random surface and this new model. It will be needed that we find another example that has this good property. There seems to be many possibilities; to change hermitean one matrix to another is one of these.
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We wish that these problems will be solved to understand the stability problem more clearly.
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